FISHING NET
Houston Vicinity – Texas, USA
In a previous detail, I attended a church way that the Great Way had planned for me.
The people were shouting and jumping. The preacher exhorted, but within a few days
into the visit, the will was given to see deeper into their church way. I will never have
any way to forget this detail due to how that church building was a tool to cause the
activation to take shape in my spirit.
I heard the Great King say to look at how the church moves. I paraphrase those words
to give an overview of the will. At first, it seemed to be one way, but with a vision that
the Great King moved to gauge that will, there was a major change in seeing. I looked
at what was moving in the building to see a spiritual fishing net over the people. The
Great King made it clear that this is why they truly think there is a free-moving detail.
There is release into the heavens based on the holes being great in size, yet they were
in a place of limited moving due to what a net is given for each purpose: to keep
captive. How would a way to break free be given? Would this church way have a way to
see their limited mobility in spiritual details? What would put a net over this church
gathering? Captivity by speaking against others would do this major hindering detail.
I think of what Solomon wrote in God’s Scriptures as the human pen:
Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those who love it will
eat its fruit.
—Proverbs 18:21 NASB
We must be careful how we speak of others, even if just in joking details. Words should
never be used to be a way to display Satan’s nature. Laughing at another person’s
faults can make us drink a deep regret, but what of other ministers who speak ill of
another based solely on their human emotion? Who would be able to discern if that
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detail is human-based or from God’s treasure in giving, to move in a way to bring that
person to drink in the Great King’s detail?
I have not been given a plan to speak a shift in that detail because the root is still
growing. It needs to be dealt with, with power from the Throne Room.
In the spirit realm, I also saw that that preacher is truly called into the office way. His
Angelic Guard stood on both sides of him while he preached his message. This made it
clear to me that the Great King Jesus knows when we will truly move in our own way,
yet He remains faithful; and with a calling to move in His office, there will be His
backing unless you are moved from under His gift.
People must see that there is an order to details, and even when you move in being a
worker in an office in God’s plan, you must respect all who have been anointed for the
work in God’s Kingdom. Point out sin as the Way gives you, but do not go on a human
feeling to speak a zeal detail. That would be: you moving in emotion with a motive not
pleasing to His Majesty King Jesus.
Powerful is this detail. And with the Great Way’s leading, may He plan a way to get
their attention so they will be able to drink freedom such as never given in their way
with King Jesus.
Until the next church detail, stay with King Jesus in all that you do, with humility,
knowing that He could choose any to serve Him. Let Yahweh pick you, and in whatever
detail He gives you, serve Him in a grateful, joyful way, in love.
February 26, 2022
YAHWEH:
How do you love others when there are faults that must be revealed? To be in
Yahweh’s power plan is to act in ways pleasing to Yahweh that have My nature. The
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mocking without an accurate understanding of that person’s spiritual placement is a
dangerous place to stand. What if what they have heard is of My way, but the wisdom
that comes to understand it is withdrawn from the hearer?
I will not allow a degrading action of mocking and name-calling as a standard of how
My disciplining will go forward. When others are at fault, lovingly bring them under
Kingdom order, which says there must be a time to deal with their sin, yet make sure
they know that I will not carry a grudge.
I want a full reconciliation within My Body, not degrading mocking and name-calling.
Tell that person they are wrong but make sure they know that when they come under
Kingdom order, what faults they once had will not come back and put them in spiritual
bondage.
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